
 

 

 

SADDLE ORDER FORM  

Note: Please print this form and choose options for your saddle, tack and saddle pad order. Either scan and email,  take 
a photo with your phone and email, or you can mail a copy to the address above. We will contact you by phone as soon 
as possible. Best time to reach you? ______________________ .   

Date:                                                 Customer Name:  

Shipping Address (UPS, FedEx):                                                                                          

Phone #                                                                                        Email:                                                                                             

Rider information: Height:                      Weight:                     Inseam inches (crotch to floor, boots on):  

Special notes about rider: 

Special notes about equine: 

Do you need your current saddle fitted while you wait for your new saddle? 

 

SADDLE MODEL:                                                                                             Finished Seat Size:  

Tree Standard quarter or semi quarter horse:  yes or no                 Custom fit eval and tree:  yes or no  +$100.00 

Reinforced tree and horn:  yes or no 

Endurance models:  low pommel, standard, or tall 

Seat Rise: deep trail or flatter                    Seat twist: narrow or standard                       Seat Style: suspended, padded, hard, 
hard with padded inlay (hard seats not available on all models) 

Saddle Leather Color:                                              Saddle Leather: smooth or rough out or combination  

Seat Leather or inlay color:                                      Seat or inlay leather:  smooth or suede  

Horn Style (westerns only): wide wood post, post, all around trail , pelican, rawhide cap, wrapped right or left                     

Skirt: round or square, single or double                     Skirt rear:  open or closed (open is not available on all models) 

Cantle height:  3”, 4”, 5”                 Cantle Binding Style: roll over, pencil roll, cheyenne roll, rawhide                                       

Rigging Style: center fire English, western w/Blevins adjustment, 3point center fire, 2 in plate western, stationary center 
fire 

Fender Style:  biothane backed endurance, narrow trail, Old Timer, western, all leather pre-twisted, exposed leather      

Stirrup Style: endurance, angled alum., western bell,       Upgrade Monel, leather covered endurance, hooded, tapederos 
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Hardware: working stainless or JWatt decorative hardware or Mule hardware reinforced 

Leather strings:  yes or no, color brown, black         Edge Tooling style:                                       Hand carved floral:  yes or no 

Matching tack:  Bridle:  brow straight,  scallop brow and cheek pieces, JWatt hardware 

                             Bridle bit attachment:  latigo tie or snap to bit      

                            Bridle:  separate matching cavesson 

                            Breast collar: straight western, curved, field trial with neck strap, plain or tooled, add  Jwatt hardware    

                            Reins: roping with snap to bit, split 7’, continuous 8’                   Thickness 1/2, 5/8” 

                            Reins attachment:  snap to bit, latigo ties  

                            Britchen:  horse or mule (send photos, measurements, or actual to take measurements) 

                            Rear Flank set:  billets and cinch, tooled or plain 

 

Extras: stirrup turners, stirrup décor, sweat flap, soft leather tube for English leathers, padded seat jocky, bucking rolls, 
rough out leather, sanded leather, hand carved floral, two tone leather, add rope strap, extra hardware, shorten or 
lengthen flap (endurance models), water bottle holder leather with leather ties 

Saddle pad currently using:  thickness inches                   Brand of saddle pad:            

Order a pad with your saddle?  Yes, no              Order saddle pad:  Skito, DD Wool, Equipedic, Christ 

 

Notes about ordering:  If you choose to build on our standard Steele semi or full quarter horse tree, there is no need to 
send photos, videos, tracings or molds etc.  Should you choose custom (evaluation of tracings or molds, videos and stills, 
phone conversations and a custom tree build), we require that $100 be submitted first (Pay Pal, mail a check, credit 
card) to cover our expenses and time in doing so. Once beyond those steps, the following steps are: you finalize your 
saddle and tack order details, and a 60% deposit is received.   Build dates are the date of your final order and are 
approximate, not an exact science. We will alert you when your tree is built and shipped. Otherwise we will alert you 
when your saddle is actually being built to collect any balance due as well.  Saddles will not be shipped until they are 
paid in full and we will send  you the tracking #.  Should there be any large increases such as hide cost, we will alert you 
as to the slight increase in your saddle cost.  Should you need to cancel your order before it is built, you will be required 
to at minimum pay for the tree (around $300.00).  Cancellations after the saddle is being built will result in the loss of 
your deposit.  Should you find there are errors in your finished saddle please contact us directly by phone plus send  
photos and we will make arrangements to ship it back to the shop and back to you.  Any or your own changes after your 
saddle is received are your expense shipping included, for example if your animal exceeds our standard horse size bridle, 
or you need a shorter or longer fender.  Saddle pads are not returnable.  Saddles are not returnable, they are custom. 
For whatever reason we are happy to consign your saddle on our website, and we retain 20% of the sale price.  


